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D. George · R. Allena · Y. Rémond
Integrating molecular and cellular kinetics into a
coupled continuum mechanobiological stimulus for bone
reconstruction
Abstract The development of multiphysics numerical models to predict bone reconstruction is a very chal-
lenging task as it is a complex phenomenon where many biological, chemical and mechanical processes occur
at different lengths and timescales. We present here a mechanobiological theoretical numerical model account-
ing for both the mechanical and biological environments to predict the bone reconstruction process through the
use of a global stimulus integrating the contributions of applied external mechanical loads, cellular activities
and cellular nutriments such as oxygen and glucose supply. The bone density evolution will hence depend on
the overall stimulus and evolve accordingly to the intensities of each of its individual constituents. We show
their specific influences and couplings on a simple two-dimensional geometry and confirm that, although the
mechanics plays a crucial role in the bone reconstruction process, it is still highly dependent on the occurring
biological events and will evolve accordingly.
Keywords Bone reconstruction · Multiphysical stimulus · Oxygen · Glucose · Cell motility
1 Introduction
The development of predictive models for continuous bone remodelling [1] or bone reconstruction has been
going on for a very long time since the early works of Wolff [2]. To be efficient, these models require the
use of appropriate theories to account for the specific mechanophysiological phenomena occurring at the
microstructural scale. Many works [3–23] have tried to reach this objective, sometimes developing sophisticated
theoretical models, but without being able to completely integrate all physiological aspects. Recently, new
theoretical and numerical studies [24–30] have appeared to bridge this gap. Nonetheless, many difficulties
remain in the understanding of the mechanotransduction processes [31,32] driving this evolution, including
healing stages such as vascular growth and nutrient supply [33,34].
The bone density kinetics is often predicted using theoretical models based on a mechanobiological stimulus
integrating only the strain energy density developed inside the material through externally applied mechanical
loads [7,10,19]. However, if one wanted to approach a good prediction of bone density evolution (being recon-
struction or remodelling), other complementary sources, being involved in the process influencing the defined
mechanobiological stimulus, such as biological, neurological, electrical, and others, should be integrated. It is
of course not possible nowadays to include all these effects as most of them are largely not precisely understood,
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nor quantified experimentally. Hence, in the current work, it was decided to focus specifically on the main
biological sources driving the bone density evolution being the cells and their viability in time. Experimental
studies have already shown that oxygen and glucose have an important effect [35–39] showing poor cells
survival after implantation with a shortage of glucose. This coupling seems to be a good first choice in order
to highlight some of the existing links in bone remodelling between the mechanics (applied forces) and the
biology (cells activity and viability).
An example of such mechanobiological couplings is the applied mechanical forces [40] for orthodontic
tooth treatments leading to an alteration of cell differentiation due to oxygen concentration variation by the
periodontal ligament being partially strained. The supply chain of nutriments and oxygen is modified and can
then be used to predict cell recruitment, proliferation and migration, leading to the bone remodelling process.
These effects can be triggered by genetic and/or epigenetic factors that impact the overall response of the
system and should be implemented within a thermodynamically consistent model [41] and using appropriate
homogenization procedures [42]. In addition, the biology requires adequate experimental quantifications such
as the bone resorption kinetics, which are four times larger than bone reconstruction’s [43], and specific
multiscale theoretical approaches [44–46].
We present here a continuous numerical model to predict the bone density kinetics as a function of the
coupled mechanical and proposed biological sources, their corresponding constitutive laws, their mutual inter-
actions, and the associated kinetics of each single process. The external sources used here to calculate the global
stimulus triggering bone density evolution are : (i) the mechanical energy developed through the applied exter-
nal forces and sustained by the bone cells, (ii) the concentration of nutriments (we choose here to integrate
only oxygen and glucose as the most important factors for cell survival), and (iii) the cell survival and activity
triggered by specific levels of oxygen and glucose and dependent on the applied mechanical strain. Although
many other biological factors may influence the bone density evolution, as without cells no density change
can occur, we hypothesize that these will be the primary factors to lead the mechanobiological couplings.
Two cellular phenotypes are considered here: the osteoclasts, responsible for bone resorption, and the
osteoblasts, responsible for bone formation. The cells recruiting, migration and differentiation are described
via two diffusion equations [47–49] and will impact directly the bone density kinetics through the calcu-
lation of synthesis and resorption rates, respectively as a function of the positiveness of the defined global
mechanobiological stimulus [50].
2 Model development
2.1 Theory
In the case of everyday life conditions, the bone is in a state of mechanobiological equilibrium (under gravity)
in the so-called lazy zone where little remodelling occurs. However, when additional external load is applied,
the system is perturbed and goes out of the “lazy zone”. The modified load conditions create a coupled
mechanobiological signal that will activate bone remodelling/reconstruction. We define this signal [45] by
introducing a Lagrangian configuration BL ⊂ R3 (8, 9, 17), and a suitably regular kinematical field χ (X, t)
that associates with any material point X ∈ BL its average placement χ (X, t) at time t . The kinematics of
the system is defined by the Lagrangian density ρb (X, t) representing the density of natural bone. The image
of the function χ gives at any time t , the current shape of the body being the Eulerian configuration. We also
introduce the displacement field u (X, t) = χ (X, t) − X, the tensor F = ∇χ (X, t), and the Green–Lagrange
deformation tensor G = (FT .F − I ) /2 that can be identified linearized as ε in small perturbations.
The global stimulus variation S [50] is expressed in the Lagrangian configuration BL in the form:
S (X, t) = S (X, t) − S0 (X, t) =
∏n
i=1 αi Si (X, t) . (1)
where S (X, t) is a scalar quantity measuring the activation signal collected at (X, t) by the actor cells, and
S0 (X, t) being an activation threshold. t is the time, n is the total number of external sources Si (i.e.
mechanical, biological (cellular, nutrients, …), electrical, …) involved in the process and αi are their weighting
coefficients, triggered by genetic and/or epigenetic factors, allowing to simultaneously control their impact on
the overall response of the system as well as their interactions. The αi set of parameters represent both the
quantitative influence of each of the external sources Si with regards to each other (respective individual
ratios), and their quantitative effects on the global stimulus variation S. Hence, they can be patient dependent
quantified as a function of each individual body response, and support biology-only or mechanically only
effects on the tissue evolution kinetics. Also, the global stimulus S imposes a variation moving from an initial
configuration defined in the state of mechanobiological equilibrium (such as a sitting or standing position) at
a given stimulus S0 being also a contribution of each of the individual mechanical and biological effects.
In the current work, we consider the following external sources: (i) Smech that includes the applied
mechanical load through the mechanical energy developed within the system to trigger the biological actions,
(ii) Sob and Soc that correspond to the osteoblasts and osteoclasts recruiting and migration and, (iii) SO2
and SCHO that coincide with oxygen and glucose supply necessary for cell survival and work contribution.
(i) The mechanical stimulus αmechSmech is expressed through the “standard” definition of the mechanical
strain energy and accounts for the applied mechanical forces sustained by bone cells. It is defined in the
Lagrangian configuration with:
αmechSmech (X, t) = αmech
∫
0
f [U (X0, t)] d (X0, t) exp (−Dmech||χ (X) − χ (X0) ||) dX0 (2)
with  the domain of interest, αmech a weighting coefficient, Dmech a characteristic distance accounting for
the dependent size effect of the source. f [U (X0, t)] is a function of the strain energy density (that may for
example depend on the positiveness of the applied mechanical forces), and d being a function of the bone mass
density expressed as d (X0, t) = η ρbρmax with η ∈ [0, 1], and ρmax the maximum of the Lagrangian bone density,
being the density of compact bone (corresponding to minimum porosity). 0 is the Lagrangian configuration
of the domain.
(ii) The molecular stimuli αO2SO2 and αCHOSCHO are defined with the relation:
αmolSmol (X, t) = αmol
∫
0
f (cmol) exp (−Dmol||χ (X) − χ (X0)||) dX0 (3)
where the indice mol can either take the value O2 or CHO. Dmol being characteristic distances of molecular
activation thresholds. αmol are the weighting coefficients for the functions f (cmol) of the oxygen and glucose
concentrations (cO2,cCHO), respectively, and satisfying the two following partial differential equations (PDEs)
as a function of the hydrostatic pressure as follows
DO2
∂cO2
∂t
= 0 (4)
and
DCHO
∂cCHO
∂t
= 0 (5)
where :
DO2 = DCHO = T r (ε) + φ (εI θ I ⊗ θ I + εI I θ II ⊗ θ II) (6)
with Tr the trace of a tensor, φ a scalar, εI and εI I and θ I and θ II the principal strains and directions and ⊗ the
tensorial product. The cell survival being directly dependent on each of the glucose and oxygen concentration
(i.e. cell apoptosis with no nutriment supply), we choose here to multiply the two nutriment stimuli (it will
separate the function f (cmol) to two stimuli with the product cO2 ∗ cCHO) to be in accordance with this
phenomenon. As the cell apoptosis is not integrated in the current work, nutriment supplies were taken by
hypothesis as nonzero (if zero then no stimulus is developed).
(iii) The cellular stimuli Sob and Soc are defined by the osteoblasts and osteoclasts activity and triggered
by specific levels of oxygen and glucose concentration together with the intensity of the mechanical force
applied. They are given by the relation:
αcellScell (X, t) = αcell
∫
0
f (ccell) exp (−Dcell||χ (X) − χ (X0) ||) dX0 (7)
where the indice cell can either take the value ob (for osteoblast) or oc (for osteoclast). Dcell being characteristic
distances of the osteoblasts and osteoclasts activation thresholds. αcell are the weighting coefficients for the
functions f (ccell) of osteoblasts and osteoclasts concentrations (cob, coc) respectively evolving with respect to
time via two diffusion–reaction equations [47,49] as :
∂cob
∂t
= (1 − ρb) {divDob∇cob + [kobcob + βocT r (ε) coc]} (8)
∂coc
∂t
= (1 − ρb) {divDoc∇coc + [koc − βocT r (ε)] coc} (9)
where div and ∇ are the divergence and gradient operators, the diffusion tensors Dob and Doc are defined as
in Eq. (6), kob and koc are the osteoblasts and osteoclasts proliferation rates, respectively, and βob and βoc,
their corresponding differentiation rates. Similar observation as above can be made for the cellular stimuli.
Without the presence of the adequate cells in the structure, there cannot be any bone reconstruction nor
degradation. Hence the cellular stimulus should be defined in a product form for the function f (ccell). However,
to simplify the present analysis, we supposed only a differentiation of osteoclasts into osteoblasts and no other
transformation. Hence, as the concentrations are also supposed to be nonzero, it is possible to define the f (ccell)
function with only a simple summation with cob − coc to obtain the corresponding cellular concentration and
cellular stimulus.
For the above PDEs, a zero flux boundary condition is applied on the external free surfaces as it is supposed
that there is no exchange with the outer system.
Finally, the variation of bone density ρb is described by a first order ordinary differential equation (ODE)
with respect to time given by :
∂ρb
∂t
= Ab (ρb)
[
sb (S+) + rb (S−)
] (10)
where rb and sb are the rates for bone resorption and synthesis respectively, depending on the positiveness of
the global stimulus S. Ab is a function of the bone porosity controlling the intensity of the bone remodelling
process. With 0% or 100% bone porosity, no cells can be activated (full void or full bone). Hence, maximum
cell activation will be somewhere in between. We hypothesize that the maximum will be at 50% and the
function Ab describes this nonlinear continuous evolution through these three points.
It reads Ab = k ρbρmax
(
1 − ρb
ρmax
)
with k (equals 1 by hypothesis) being a suitable parameter that needs to
be defined experimentally.
Bone microstructure is highly heterogeneous at local scale; some previous works highlighted the influences
of microfluidic flaw on the cell biological response to trigger bone reconstruction [51,52]. Although these
effects are important, particularly for the mechanotransduction processes at the interphase, it remains difficult to
integrate them at a more macroscopic scale without a proper homogenization scheme. The mechanotransduction
process was then simplified to be integrated directly within cell sensitivity to the applied mechanical load at
the macroscopic scale. This load is supposedly constant at any given time t of the analysis and transient in time
accounting for the effect of local fluid flow being integrated as hypothesis in the link between cell activation
and migration processes.
As the proposed model is developed at a macroscopic scale, we define a minimum size representative
volume element in which an average bone density can be defined, typically of the millimetre size on a bone
CT scan. This will enable to link a locally calculated homogeneous bone density with its corresponding grey
scale density of the medical image technique. In addition, as the bone deformation remains small under a
typical body weight mechanical load, only a linear elastic behaviour is sufficient. Hence, we consider here the
bone as an isotropic linear elastic material whose Young modulus Eb is given by Eb = Eb0ρ3b [53–55], where
Eb0 = 20 GPa is the initial Young modulus of cortical bone and υb its corresponding Poisson coefficient equal
0.3 (56).
The global static equilibrium of the system is expressed with the usual equation Div σ + f v = 0, with σ
and f v the Cauchy stress and the body forces, respectively.
The theoretical model was implemented using the finite element (FE) code COMSOL Multiphysics to
predict the bone kinetics reconstruction.
2.2 Application
We focus our application on a bone reconstruction problem being a critical size default (typically of the order
of several centimetres for a bone fracture or surgery) that needs to be rebuilt. A critical default along the
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Fig. 1 Model definition—a extraction from real bone conditions, and b definition of the model geometry and boundary conditions
Table 1 Theoretical model-dependent parameters
αmech Weighting coefficient for the mechanical stimulus 0.6
αO2 Weighting coefficient for the oxygen molecular stimulus 4
αCHO Weighting coefficient for the glucose molecular stimulus 4
αob Weighting coefficient for the osteoblast cellular stimulus 2
αoc Weighting coefficient for the osteoclast cellular stimulus 2
longitudinal axis of a femur diaphysis is considered as presented in Fig. 1a. While the dense cortical bone
remains on the left and right side of the diaphysis, the empty space in between needs to be filled. In the current
work, we assume that it is filled with a bone scaffold (low density, no biology). Once the initial conditions
fixed and mechanical load applied, the biological constituents of the dense bone will transfer from the original
cortical bone to the reconstruction zone. Hence, on the one side, we have the existing “dense” cortical bone,
and on the other side the critical default needing reconstruction starting with the “bone scaffold” or “light”
bone. The model focuses on the mechanobiological interplay and migration phenomena occurring through
the interface for the bone reconstruction to occur (hence being of the order of centimetres at a macroscopic
scale). A 1-dimensional problem on the one hand would not be adequate to observe the complex phenomena at
play. On the other hand, a 3-dimensional model would require extensive numerical resources without bringing
extensive additional understanding to the problem at hand. Hence, a two-dimensional study was developed in
order to highlight the studied couplings.
These mechanobiological couplings are developed through the analytical framework described in Sect. 2.1
and applied on a two-dimensional cantilever beam of length L = 5 cm and height H = 1.6 cm under simple
tension corresponding to a standard person’s body weight F = 750 N (see Fig. 1b).
In addition, as presented in equation (1), the αi parameters are theoretical model dependent being different
for each patient (as the importance of each stimulus can vary from one patient to another) as well as their
respective ratio. As the current work aims at presenting mainly the existing couplings between the mechanical
stimulus and cell activation, we define these in Table 1 as initial conditions that will need to be optimized in
future works.
Hence, the proposed problem corresponds to an average standard bone size sample for which we are more
specifically interested in what occurs at the mid-length interface. In the following, we suppose that no internal
body forces develop (no body weight) so that fv = 0 in the equilibrium equation.
The initial mechanical conditions of the problem were defined from the literature [57] and are such that,
the left half side of the beam is filled with higher bone density (ρle f tb,ini = 0.6), whereas the right half side of
the beam is constituted by lighter bone density (ρrightb,ini = 0.1) and is assumed to represent a bone area to be
reconstructed. As the applied external mechanical force corresponds to standard body weight, when applied
within the hypothesis of zero flux on the boundary of the problem, migration of cells and nutriments occurs
from left (dense bone region) to right (light bone region). The bone density thence increases in both regions
with a minimum value of 0(ρminbone = ρmin = 0%) and a maximum value of 1(ρmaxbone = ρmax = 100%).
Complementarily, initial biological concentrations are defined for a given specific scenario to study and
can be adjusted depending on patient characteristics. They are given in Table 2.
Finally, the main input biological parameters highlighting the mechanobiological couplings of the model
are listed in Table 3. Of these nine independent parameters, the first three Di are geometrical parameter
representing sensibility threshold distance above which each stimulus becomes negligible. They can be used
as tuneable optimization to confirm or infirm results obtained to quantify the stimulus sensitivity threshold
in mechanobiological tests. Out of the six remaining parameters, five only need to be tuned with coupled
Table 2 Initial patient-dependent biological concentrations
cob Initial concentration of osteoblasts on the left of the beam 0.1
coc Initial concentration of osteoclasts on the left of the beam 0.05
cO2 Initial concentration of oxygen on the left of the beam 0.2
cCHO Initial concentration of glucose on the left of the beam 0.1
Table 3 Main parameters of the model
Parameter Description Value
Dmech Characteristic distance accounting for the dependent size effect of the mechanical load 3 mm
DO2,CHO Characteristic distances of molecular activation thresholds 3 mm
Dob,oc Characteristic distances of the osteoblasts and osteoclasts activation thresholds 3 mm
φ Diffusion tensor scalar 10
koc Osteoclasts proliferation rate 0
kob Osteoblasts proliferation rate 3
βob Osteoclasts differentiation rate 15
sb Bone synthesis rate 1
rb Bone resorption rate 4
experiments in order to validate the model predictions. The 1 to 4 ratio between the bone synthesis and resorption
has already been quantified experimentally in [58]. The choice of no osteoclast proliferation rate is explained
by the fact that, in bone remodelling, osteoclasts are present at the beginning in order to “clean” the place
before the osteoblasts arrive and start reconstructing the bone. As we are here in a reconstruction process only,
we skip the first stage and osteoclasts being present are only differentiated or degraded without renewal leaving
the place for the bone reconstruction to occur. Hence, there remain only four biological parameters needing to
be experimentally adjusted; the diffusion tensor, the osteoblasts proliferation, the osteoclasts differentiation,
and either, the bone synthesis or the bone resorption rate (these are partially known in the literature for specific
cases).
Also, an artificial time was defined in the analysis corresponding to the average 3 months bone reconstruc-
tion while ensuring consistent results.
3 Results and discussion
The results of the proposed model are presented here in two parts. The first part shows the distribution
of the defined parameters through the geometry at different times of the analysis. The strain distribution
and associated mechanical stimulus are presented in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the osteoclasts
and osteoblasts concentration, and associated cellular stimulus over time. Figure 4 shows the oxygen and
glucose concentrations and corresponding stimulus. Finally, Fig. 5 presents the total stimulus and bone density
evolutions. In the second part, evolutions are presented at four different locations (see Fig. 6) on the geometry
for the concentrations and corresponding stimulus in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.
As expected from the material mechanical parameters, the developed strain (see Fig. 2) is small on the
left side (with a density ρb = 0.6) with a sharp gradient at the interface and increasing on the right side due
to low bone density (ρb = 0.1). The mechanical stimulus being an exponentially decreasing integral of the
elastic strain energy density shows a peak value at the interface between dense bone and light bone. As the
strain distribution changes (due to the bone reconstruction from left to right and change in the mechanical
properties), the mechanical stimulus follows in time the reconstruction interface between dense and light bone.
We also observe, from the initial and final bone density distribution, that the strain and mechanical stimulus
are more important on the border of the geometry at the beginning and end of analysis, but not in the middle as
bone density is reconstructed first in the central part of the beam, which decreases the developed elastic strain
energy.
In Fig. 3, concentrations evolve with nonlinear distributions. A clear diffusion from the left to the right
of the beam is observed leading to an increase of them on the right side of the beam. The initial density
distributions show a dome shape stimulus on the left (due to the exponentially decreasing integral) and zero
stimulus on the right side as no cells are present. As the analysis evolves and bone density changes (see Fig. 5),
a non-constant distribution is observed. The cell motility shows its dependence on the developed strain due to
Fig. 2 Evolution of the strain distribution and associated mechanical stimulus over time
Fig. 3 Evolution of the osteoclasts and osteoblasts concentration, and associated cellular stimulus over time
the mechanical properties and bone density dependence. Hence, faster cell kinetics is observed in low bone
density regions. Also, since only osteoclasts differentiation to osteoblasts is considered here by hypothesis,
we can observe its continuous decrease over time. On the contrary, osteoblasts are developing both from the
osteoclasts differentiation and their own proliferation, which is observed through an increase and a migration
on each side of the beam. For the developed cellular stimulus, it is a combination of the positive contribution
coming from osteoblasts and the negative contribution coming from osteoclasts, together with a dependence
on the bone density distribution. We can observe clearly this effect on the central part of both sides of the beam
where the cellular stimulus is developed with lower positive values in the centres and higher ones in between
the centres and the borders. Of course, this cellular stimulus distribution is directly dependent on the defined
hypotheses of the theoretical models and will change accordingly to other hypotheses.
The glucose concentration and the corresponding molecular stimulus are presented in Fig. 4. Note that
only glucose is presented here but oxygen follows exactly the same kinetics and interpretations, only with
different intensities (Initial oxygen concentration is 0.2 and initial glucose concentration is 0.1). We observe
that concentrations are diffusing quicker than osteoblasts and osteoclasts as their final distribution through the
length of the beam is constant at the end of the analysis (cOHO = 0.05), which is not the case for osteoblasts
(0.08 < cob < 0.1). The initial molecular stimulus distribution follows the same trend as for the cellular
stimulus. However, the migration of oxygen and glucose follows a simple diffusion equation that does not
depend on the developed strain (as compared to the cellular migration). Hence, the distribution of oxygen and
glucose with time does not suffer nonlinear geometrical distribution, but only through the length of the beam as
a function of the diffusion process. On the contrary, the molecular stimulus follows the same rules as detailed
above which explains its distribution.
The strain dependence of the cell and molecular kinetics is, in this proposed model, defined without a
priori knowledge and would require to be validated with experimental results. Also, strain is probably not the
only driving parameter for the cellular and molecular kinetics. Other biological factors may influence them
and need to be identified, quantified and integrated, in order to obtain a better prediction of their influence into
the bone density kinetics process. Finally, the integration of such effects in a continuum mechanics theoretical
model also requires the validation of both the thermodynamic equilibrium together with biological equilibrium
in order to fulfil an adequate living system.
The calculated global stimulus and bone density evolution over time are presented in Fig. 5. It represents
the couplings between the mechanical stimulus (J/m3) and biological effects (non-dimensional). The total
maximum stimulus shows a peak value of 8.61 J/m3 at the beginning of the analysis due to the sharp gradient
of bone density located at the beam mid-length. As bone reconstruction occurs through the beam, this intensity
decreases progressively. This maximum peak (due to the mechanical energy developed) propagates from left to
right to finally nearly vanish due to the bone density increase. This kinetics is directly dependent on the one of
bone density. The cellular and molecular stimuli having smaller intensities are hardly visible although playing
an important role. This role is clearly visible on the left side of the beam in the bone density evolution. Bone
density increases on the left side under mostly equivalent contributions from all three stimuli (mechanical,
cellular, and molecular). This is due to its higher density and the presence of cells and molecular concentrations
at the start of the analysis on the left side, whereas they are not present on the other side.
The total stimulus is maximum at the location of the highest strain gradient but is also nonzero at other
places due to the contributions of the cellular and molecular effects. The mechanical stimulus shows the
highest impact, in terms of time-dependent kinetics, on the bone reconstruction. This does not mean that long
term reconstruction would be better or worse only as a function of non-mechanical stimulus, but needs to be
quantified and validated. From the initial bone densities distributions (0.6 on the left and 0.1 on the right), the
bone kinetics is mainly triggered by the mechanical stimulus on the right side due to weak bone density with
no biology, but mainly the biological stimulus on the left side due to higher bone density and the presence of
biology.
The interpretation of the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 enable comparing the predicted bone density evolu-
tion with theoretical numerical models based on strain energy density only. As with a structural optimization
problem, the bone density is only dependent on the developed strain energy within the structure. The equilib-
rium between the developed mechanical energy and biology is based on the thresholds under which we have
bone degradation and above which we have bone reconstruction. It is always possible to obtain a similar bone
density evolution for the two different approaches for a given constant bone density at one place. However, as
both the biological and mechanical stimulus have differently defined kinetics as a function of the bone density
(the mechanical stimulus is directly dependent on the developed mechanical strain as the biological stimulus is
mainly dependent on the presence or not of the biological contributions), when a bone density gradient exists
within the structure, the two models cannot provide the same answer. Hence, it feels awkward to propose a
structural optimization without accounting for the biological contributions at their respective places within the
structure.
Once bone density has mostly reconstructed (reaching homeostasis), equilibrium between mechanical and
biological stimuli is reached. Biological contributions become then predominant over longer periods of time.
Although the mechanical stimulus plays a determinant role in the bone density kinetics, it is also highly
dependent on the biological contributions and coupled with the bone density. High bone density leads to small
strains (and therefore small mechanical stimulus), whereas low bone density leads to high strains and large
mechanical stimulus. However, it is not possible to impose a high mechanical load on weak bone density
to obtain faster bone reconstruction due to possible fracture of the structure. This is where the biological
Fig. 4 Evolution of the oxygen and glucose concentration, and associated molecular stimulus over time
Fig. 5 Evolution of the total stimulus (mechanical, cellular and molecular) and the bone density over time
Fig. 6 Definition of measurement point locations for Figs. 7, 8, and 9
contributions play a critical role and certainly impact strongly the time evolutions. A possible equilibrium
may take place between mechanical and biological stimuli for this particular reason but needs to be quantified.
Hence, the modelling of bone reconstruction through weak bone density or bone substitutes only using strain
energy density lacks important contribution from the biological contributions.
We present additional results of this work at four locations (Pt1 to Pt4) through the length of the beam as
presented on Fig. 6.
Figure 7 shows the cellular and molecular concentrations kinetics as a function of time. For osteoclasts
concentration, as there is no differentiation nor creation by hypothesis, their density is only vanishing towards
zero. For the osteoblasts, on the contrary, they are supposed both differentiated from osteoclasts and multiplied.
Hence, depending on the positions, we observe on the left side a density increase from 0.1, a decrease/increase
at the dense/light bone interface respectively, and an increase on the right side due to cell migration. We
observe that the cell concentrations (osteoblasts and osteoclasts) tend to reach equilibrium with time in the
whole geometry. It seems that this effect is a combination of both the molecular distribution equilibrium and
constant bone density reconstruction in the beam. The evolution kinetics is nonlinear as a function of the
developed strains (depending on the bone density) inside the beam.
For the molecular distribution, equilibrium is reached faster and only depends on the initial parameters.
Equilibrium is reached for the average of the initial concentration defined at 0.1 and 0.2 at the beginning of
the analysis due to the diffusion processes defined.
Figure 8 presents the evolutions of each of the four stimuli (mechanical, cellular, oxygen and glucose) as a
function of time for each of the four measurement points. For the mechanical stimulus, we observe that at the
left extremity, almost no mechanical stimulus is developed at any time due to the existing bone density far away
from the strain gradient. However, the mechanical stimulus develops mainly at the interface at the beginning,
then later on at the right extremity as the bone has reconstructed. We also observe that the mechanical stimulus
shows an equivalent peak magnitude as the bone reconstruction goes on since the mechanical properties are
supposed to be homogeneous and isotropic. This is also due to the fact that cellular and molecular distributions
diffuse in a homogenized way through the geometry.
The cellular stimulus, on the contrary to the mechanical stimulus shows a high intensity on the left side at
the beginning since concentration and proliferation are the highest. For the other three locations, diffusion is
highest at the interface, hence showing lower stimulus intensity, and with diffusion time through the beam length
shows an increase later on, on the right side. In the same way as for the cellular concentration, the stimulus
tends towards the equilibrium at the end of analysis when the cells, mechanics and molecular distribution
average with constant bone density.
For the molecular stimuli, oxygen and glucose both show exactly the same kinetics. This is due to the
identical kinetics hypothesized with only different initial concentrations. The trends are similar to the one of
the cellular stimulus, only the diffusion equation is different. Hence similar interpretation of results can be
made.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows the evolution of bone density at the four location points as a function of time. It follows
the interpretations made for the different developed stimuli. At the left location, a small mechanical stimulus
is developed, but the biological stimuli remain, and hence bone density is increasing with slower kinetics.
At the dense/light bone interface, high strain gradient is generated leading to a fast bone reconstruction.
Nevertheless, before the mid-time analysis (t = 0.4) bone density on the left side of the interface has reached a
level decreasing largely the mechanical stimulus, which leads to a smaller bone density evolutions with mostly
Fig. 7 Cellular and molecular kinetics as a function of time for the four measurement locations
the biological stimuli having an effect. Similar observation is made on the right side of the beam, once the
mechanical stimulus has reconstructed a large part of the bone density.
Although the different accounted stimuli in this work are always positive (it is supposed that we are in
a positive evolutionary situation with applied external mechanical load that leads the total stimulus to be
outside the so-called lazy zone), the theoretical framework developed is designed to account for situation
where couplings between no force with existing biological stimulus or applied mechanical forces with near
zero biological stimulus can be done. However, in order to be able to account for these different effects and be
able to quantify them, it is required to be able to experimentally measure the initial thresholds and evolutionary
parameters of the model, but also the time-dependent variables such as cell apoptosis without nutriments.
4 Conclusion
We presented a coupled multiphysics theoretical numerical model to compute bone reconstruction using a
continuum mechanics approach of the coupled mechanobiological stimulus. The specific mechanical (through
external forces) and biological (through cellular and molecular functions) phenomena are integrated within the
same stimulus and show their respective contributions and couplings on the kinetics of bone reconstruction.
More precisely, the mechanical effects showed to be more important at the beginning of the reconstruction when
high strain energy is developed with lower bone density. Then, biological effects (through cellular activation,
migration, and proliferation/differenciation, being supported by molecular intake) take over since the strain
energy is decreased and longer time bone reconstruction develops. These couplings are intimately correlated
with the bone density distribution but also depend highly on the defined boundary conditions of the problem
together with the input parameters of the model. Detailed analyses are necessary to identify more precisely
these effects and quantify the respective importance of each parameter with experimental validations. This will
Fig. 8 Mechanical, cellular and molecular contributions to total stimulus for each locations
Fig. 9 Bone density evolution as a function of time for each four locations
help in better understanding of the complex problems of bone reconstruction that needs to be integrated with
the mechanobiological bone environment and healing processes through vascular growth and nutrient supply
for better representation of real life situation.
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